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Wonderfully AD/HD
by Davina Perl Beacham

Devoted to real life
testimonies of
coping with
attention deficit/
hyperactivity disorder,
Attention’s newest
department made
its debut in December
2007. Send us your
stories of living with
AD/HD.

My household is like a comic strip. You see, I am a forgetful-at-times, morethan-mildly-neurotic, “out-of-the-box,” creative artist (translation: an adult woman
with AD/HD). Luckily, 10 mg of methylphenidate helps me with the forgetful part, but
only between the hours of 9 am and 3 pm. After that, I return to my daydreaming, multiple-silent-conversations-with-myself, forgot-what-I went-to-the-pantry-for, oopsI-burnt-dinner-again-because-I-got-sidetracked-on-another-project… self. I also
have an eleven-year-old son with AD/HD, an eight-year-old son who in addition to
AD/HD is sprinkled with Asperger syndrome, and a husband who was “full of beans”
as a child and used all that energy to become a successful financial advisor. Our friends
like to set a timer when we eat dinner together to see how long my husband will stay
seated before getting up to work on another project.
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times he sat and stared at a blank sheet
of paper for two hours before his fingers
started writing. The end product was always amazing, but then he had no energy
left to finish the rest of his homework.
I spoke to Brad’s fourth grade teacher,
who suggested we let Brad designate how
much time he will spend on each of his
subjects, and then set a timer. Amazingly
this worked. Sometimes the timer went
off before he finished, but the teacher assured Brad that he would not miss recess
if he only got halfway through. Within a
few weeks, Brad began to plow through his
homework tear free.
Then a miracle happened—the fourthgrade poetry unit. Brad loved learning poetry. It gave him a chance to be “wonderfully
AD/HD,” as Dr. Hallowell had put it. I’ll
leave you with a poem Brad wrote at age
ten, titled Needle in a Haystack. ●


NeEdle in a Haystack
Writing a poem is easy, but writing a poem that is good is like finding
a needle in a haystack… and here is why:
I was working on my homework when I had a great idea
I went to write it down, but then it disappeared—in an endless haystack
Only for me to find it and fumble it again
It can be so frustrating
To work for many hours
And when you’ve almost grabbed it
The other player gets it first
And then all your plans are lost in space
To be found by someone else
That someone else might tell you
And then you will remember
You might take out your papers and show him all your work
You might also finish your poem and your opponent will share the glory
You will be remembered and so will your friend.
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